
The Game

1. Maximum of 7 players per team on the field at one time.  
2. Teams must be multi-gender with no more than four members of one 
            gender on the field at any one time.
3. On-field players can only be rotated between innings.
4. If a team is unable to field at least 5 players, then a 10-0 win is
            automatically awarded to the other team. A friendly game can still be 
            played using the MLB Softball60 app.
5. The game is SELF UMPIRED with captains recording the score during the
            game and submitting once score is agreed between teams.
6. The game is made up of 2 innings per team, with each team alternating
            between batting and fielding twice. 
7. The innings is complete once each batter has batted twice following the
            designated order set by the captain. An individual’s batting turn can
            constitute any one of the following: 
a. An out (strike out, catch or run out)
b. On base
c. Home run (hitting the back fence without bouncing or running all the
            bases in one go)
8. If a player is out on their first batting attempt, they are still able to have
            their second bat when their next turn comes.
9. The captains are responsible for ensuring the game runs smoothly, with
            both teams scoring the game.

The Pitch

The outfield pitch size will be shorter than the standard softball field and is 
adaptable depending on the size on the area. The distance between bases 
will be consistent across the Softball60 selected venues. Below is a diagram 
of the bases and two softball fields for the Softball60 series.

Scoring

1. Scoring comes from running around the bases (3 bases plus home
            plate):
            a. 2 points are awarded for a Home Run (player runs around all 
                 bases in one attempt). 
            b. 1 point is awarded every time a player rounds all the bases and gets 
            back to home plate (not in one attempt).
2. To put it simply - the team with the most runs at the end of the game
            wins.
3. Teams are awarded 3 points for a win, 1 point for a draw and 0 for a 
            loss.
4. For finals night, a knock out rule will be introduced to determine the 
            team that progresses to the next round. In the case of a tie during the       
            finals match-ups, after 2 innings per team, this play-off format will be 
            used:
            a. Each side will choose 3 batters who will have one turn each. The 
                  highest cumulative points scored during the playoff wins the game. 
                  Note that these are not to be marked on the Softball60 app.
            b. If the above still does not produce a winner, the 3-batter playoff  
                 should be continually repeated until there is a winning team.
5. If you hit over the fence it’s out. This will punish the big hitters but will 
            stop it going out and slowing the game down.
6. Batters can score a home run by hitting the back fence. If you are 
            caught off the back wall you walk to first base.

Equipment

Every team will receive everything they need to play Softball60, including:
 
• Bats
• Gloves
• Balls
• Kit bag 
• Catcher mask 
• Playing jersey and cap 

Pitching

1. The pitch must be delivered under arm (no windmill technique). The
            pitcher must have at least one foot on the pitcher’s plate. 
2. Acceptable pitching area is from the shoulder to the knee of the batter
            and directly over home plate. This area is known as the strike zone.
3. A pitch delivered in the strike zone and not hit by the batter is called a
            ‘strike’.
4. A pitch delivered outside the strike zone and left by the batter is called a 
           ‘ball’.
5. If a batter swings and misses at ANY pitch, it is called a Strike.
6. To get as many people involved as possible, each pitcher can only pitch 
            for a maximum of 1 full innings (therefore a minimum of 2 must be used 
            across the whole game).

Pitching

1. A coin toss determines which team bats first. 
2. Batters must follow the same batting order throughout each innings 
            and can only be changed between each innings. This is submitted by 
            the MLB Softball60 app before the game starts.
3. The batter must hit the ball between 1st and 3rd base. Any ball that is hit 
            outside of these bases is a foul ball (batter and runners cannot run).
4. A foul ball counts as a strike.
5. The batter is out when:
a. 3 strikes have been called 
b. They are caught out 
c. They are run out
6. The batter can be caught out on a foul ball.
7. There are no maximum outs per innings. Innings are based on each 
            batter batting twice, not how many batters are out.
8. If a batter receives three balls, the batter walks to 1st base.

Base running

1. Runners must touch each base in order. 
2. Runners cannot pass/overtake other runners (1 on each base).
3. If a runner goes past halfway between 2 bases, they must continue to 
            the next base (even if this leads to them running out another team 
            member or getting run out themselves).
4. Runners cannot run unless the batter hits the ball and it is not a foul. 
5. If a batsman receives 3 balls and first base is occupied, both batsmen 
            must walk to the next base. If second base is occupied, then the batter 
            at second base must walk to third base.  If third base is occupied, then 
            the batter at third base walks to home plate.
6. A runner is out when the ball gets to a fielder at the base they are
            running to before they reach it (run out).
7. If the ball is caught, then runners must go back to the base they were 
            on.
8. A batter must not slide to reach a base.

Fielding

1. Compulsory positions are pitcher and catcher. All other fielders can be 
            positioned as the team chooses.
2. We’d suggest each base has a fielder on it for the best chance of 
            running out the batting side. For big hitters you will likely want fielders 
            further back!
3. Fielder must have a foot on base to run a batter out.
4. A run out should be awarded to the thrower, not the person standing 
            on the base.
5. There is no tagging in Softball60 (you cannot tag someone with a ball 
            mid-base).

Using the app

1. The app is used by an individual within each team throughout game-
            play to guide their team through the game of 4 innings.
2. All Runs, Home Runs and Outs should be recorded during the batting 
            innings. This will update the score and individual player stats.
3. All Strike Outs, Catch Outs and Run Outs should be recorded during the 
            fielding innings. This will update individual player stats.
4. At the end of the 4 innings, prior to results submission, you can 
            manually amend the final score if needed. If you wish to make an 
            amends to the final score, this must be agreed between the team lead 
            responsible for scoring before submitting the score.
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